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Cell signaling plays an essential role in development, and
knowledge of the identities of the cells sending the signal
is critical. This can be a challenge, since signaling path-
ways and ligands are commonly used at multiple times
and in multiple cell types during development. One solu-
tion to this problem is to create cell type-specific mutants
using CRISPR/Cas9 to mutate enhancers that control dif-
ferent patterns of expression. In this issue of Genes &De-
velopment, Rogers and colleagues (pp. 634–638) provide
the first use of this method in Drosophila to solve a
long-standing issue in patterning of the embryonic central
nervous system.

One of the surprises to emerge from studying the molecu-
lar genetics of development is that a relatively small num-
ber of signaling pathways are used repeatedly in different
cell types and at different times of development. This
has been a challenge to developmental biologists, who
generally need to knowwhich cell type is doing the signal-
ing. Ideally, mutants would exist that reduce function
only in a specific cell type. These mutants most likely
would reside in enhancers that control cell type-specific
transcription. However, mutants of this type are rare. For-
tunately, as demonstrated in the present study (Rogers et
al. 2017), the advent of CRISPR/Cas9mutagenesis and the
relative ease in identifying and determining the cellular
expression of enhancers now promise to make the crea-
tion of cell type-specific mutant strains routine.
The issue addressed byRogers et al. (2017) concerns pat-

terning of the Drosophila embryonic central nervous sys-
tem (CNS). Early in development, the neuroectoderm is
defined by a discrete set of CNS midline cells flanked by
three bilaterally symmetrical rows of neuroectodermal
cells: the ventral, intermediate, and dorsal neuroecto-
derm. The intermediate neuroblasts defective (ind) gene
is expressed specifically in the intermediate neuro-
ectoderm and promotes intermediate column neuroblast

formation (Fig. 1A, blue). It was demonstrated that the
EGFR signaling pathway is critical for the formation of in-
termediate column neuroblasts and the expression of ind.
Furthermore, EGFR signaling is dependent on two li-
gands: Spitz (Spi) and Vein (Vn). Generation of functional
Spi requires processing by the Rhomboid (Rho) membrane
protease, and expression of rho generally indicates a cellu-
lar source of Spi signaling. However, in this case, rho is ex-
pressed in two nearby cell types: the CNS midline cells
and the ventral neuroectoderm (Fig. 1A; red). The CNS
midline cells are known to be a prominent source of devel-
opmental signals inDrosophila (as well as in crustaceans,
fish, and mammals) and are an attractive candidate as the
source of Spi and Vn signaling. However, the closer spatial
proximity of the ventral neuroectodermal expression of
spi and vn to the ind expression domain makes this set
of cells a reasonable alternative.
To directly address this issue, the investigators took ad-

vantage of detailed rho gene expression studies that had
previously identified distinct enhancers: one for neuroec-
todermal expression and two for midline expression (Fig.
1B). Using CRISPR/Cas9 mutagenesis to create homozy-
gous enhancer deletion mutants, they created an endoge-
nous rho gene that lacked neuroectodermal expression yet
retained midline expression (Fig. 1C, rho NEE knockout).
Since the Vn ligand is likely to act redundantly with Spi, a
rho NEE knockout, vn double mutant was assayed for em-
bryonic ind expression. Only sporadic ind expression was
observed, demonstrating that midline rho expression was
not sufficient for normal ind expression (Fig. 1C). In con-
trast, deletion of the two rho midline enhancers (rho
SHA MLE knockout) resulted in the absence of rho mid-
line expression, but ind expression was normal (Fig. 1D).
However, the observed ind expression could be due to
Vn acting as a redundant EGFR ligand. This was resolved
by examining a single-minded (sim) vn double mutant,
which has greatly reduced midline rho expression and
lacks vn expression yet produces a normal ind pattern
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(Fig. 1E). These results demonstrated that the source of Spi
signaling is the neuroectoderm and not the midline.

This CRISPR/Cas9-mediated approach should prove
generally useful for providing new insights into a variety
of developmental and physiological questions regarding
any experimental organism. One major advantage of cell
type-specific mutants is avoiding pleiotropy. In many cas-
es, this will make interpretation of phenotypes signifi-
cantly clearer compared with examining typical loss-of-
function mutants. It is worth noting that enhancers
commonly control temporal expression, and enhancer
mutants that affect only specific time windows of expres-
sion may be invaluable and help compensate for a general
lack of effective temperature-sensitive mutants. Creating
enhancer mutants has other benefits in understanding
how genes are regulated and function. Although great pro-
gress has been made in understanding enhancer function
and transcriptional regulation, the biological function of
individual enhancers is not aswell known.Understanding
how individual enhancers function to generate patterns of
gene expression is particularly important given that hu-
man disease loci commonly map to noncoding sequences
and likely influence transcript levels (Maurano et al.
2012). For example, in a review on eukaryotic transcrip-
tional autoregulation (Crews and Pearson 2009), it was
noted that while the phenomenon of autoregulation was
widespread, there was relatively little data regarding its
biological significance—mutation of autoregulatory en-
hancers is a solution. Many genes have multiple enhanc-

ers that can drive similar patterns of expression (shadow
enhancers). That enhancer mutations can provide novel
insights into biological function was demonstrated by
the removal of shadow enhancers, which revealed that
they confer developmental robustness to varying environ-
mental and genetic conditions (Frankel et al. 2010; Perry
et al. 2010). In an extreme case, the Drosophila sim gene
has potentially eight CNS midline enhancers (Pearson
et al. 2016). What is the biological contribution of each
enhancer toward gene function? Analyzing enhancer
mutations in vivo will provide important new insights
into the control and evolution of patterns of gene
expression.

Using CRISPR/Cas9 to create cell type-specific mu-
tants by enhancer deletion requires that relevant enhanc-
ers be identified and characterized. In fact, Rogers et al.
(2017) made good use of extensive enhancer analyses of
the rho gene begun 25 years ago. While identifying en-
hancers using in vivo transgenic enhancer testing ap-
proaches is generally straightforward and successful, it
can be time-consuming. Fortunately, there are genomic
advances that will accelerate progress. For Drosophila,
there is the existence of large-scale Gal4 transgenic pro-
jects that have assayed thousands of genomic fragments
from hundreds of genes for their in vivo transcriptional ac-
tivity (Manning et al. 2012; Kvon et al. 2014) as well as an
annotated enhancer database (Gallo et al. 2011). These
data are a useful starting point for further deletional
analyses to reduce a fragment to a manageable size for
enhancer mutations. Another approach should also prove
particularly valuable. This involves carrying out genome-
wide surveys of open chromatin regions using ATAC-seq
(assay for transposase-accessible chromatin [ATAC] with
high-throughput sequencing) and FAIRE-seq (formalde-
hyde-assisted isolation of regulatory elements [FAIRE]
coupled with sequencing) (McKay and Lieb 2013). These
regions of open chromatin generally correspond to en-
hancers and promoters. With these data, one can delete
these open chromatin regions individually and assay ex-
pression and phenotypes, thus bypassing the traditional
transgenic method of enhancer analysis. Most useful
will be identifying open chromatin regions from purified
cells or nuclei corresponding to the cells of interest.
This will help identify relevant cell type-specific enhanc-
ers. Recently, a comparison was made of FAIRE-seq
data from purified Drosophila CNS midline cells with
whole-embryo FAIRE-seq data (Pearson et al. 2016). It
was demonstrated that peaks of open chromatin that are
strong in the midline sample and weak in the whole-
embryo sample had a high probability of being enhancers
driving in vivo-relevant midline expression. With this
type of information, one can go directly to using
CRISPR/Cas9 for making cell type-specific enhancer mu-
tants in vivo.
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Figure 1. (A) Schematic of aDrosophila embryo showing the ex-
pression of rho (red) in the CNS midline cells (ml) and ventral
neuroectoderm (v-nec). The ind gene is expressed (blue) in the in-
termediate neuroectoderm (i-nec). (B) Schematic of the rho gene
(not to scale) showing the two midline enhancers (SHA and
MLE) and the neuroectodermal enhancer (NEE). Corresponding
embryonic expression of rho and ind is at the right. (C ) Deletion
of the neuroectodermal enhancer resulted in an incomplete pat-
tern of ind expression. (D,E) Removal of the twomidline enhanc-
ers (D) and analysis of a sim vn double mutant (E) showed
relatively normal ind expression.
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